Hemodynamic Response of the Three Macular Capillary Plexuses in Dark Adaptation and Flicker Stimulation Using Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography
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PURPOSE. To assess retinal microvascular reactivity during dark adaptation and the transition to ambient light and after flicker stimulation using optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA).

METHODS. Fifteen eyes of 15 healthy participants were dark adapted for 45 minutes followed by OCTA imaging in the dark-adapted state. After 5 minutes of normal lighting, subjects underwent OCTA imaging. Participants were then subjected to a flashing light-emitting diode (LED) light and repeat OCTA. Parafocal vessel density and adjusted flow index (AFI) were calculated for superficial (SCP), middle (MCP), and deep capillary plexuses (DCP), and then compared between conditions after adjusting for age, refractive error, and scan quality. SCP vessel length density (VLD) was also evaluated. Between-condition capillary images were aligned and subtracted to identify differences. We then analyzed images from 10 healthy subjects during the transition from dark adaptation to ambient light.

RESULTS. SCP vessel density was significantly higher while SCP VLD was significantly lower during ambient light and flicker compared to dark adaptation. There was a significant positive mean value for DCP “flicker minus dark or light,” suggesting more visible vessels during flicker due to changes in flow, dilation, or vessel recruitment. We found a significant, transient increase in SCP and decrease in both MCP and DCP vessel density during the transition from dark to light.

CONCLUSIONS. We show evidence suggesting constriction of deeper vessels and dilation of large SCP vessels during the transition from dark to light. This contrasts to redistribution of blood flow to deeper layers during dark adaptation and flicker stimulation.
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Retinal blood flow, as in the rest of the brain, is actively regulated in response to neuronal activity. Impairment of this coupling mechanism in the retina is commonly encountered during microvascular pathologies, such as diabetic retinopathy. Currently, there are limited studies (and technologies) that explore the human retinal capillary responses during neurovascular coupling, a key to understanding the pathological disruption during disease.

The photoreceptor inner segments have the highest metabolic demand of any retinal layer in the dark. The most intensive photoreceptor demand occurs during dark adaptation, which in the absence of autoregulation of the choroidal vasculature, is partially met by diffusion from the retinal vasculature. Early ultrasound and laser Doppler studies found increased blood velocity in major arteries during dark adaptation in the human retina, as well as increased diameter and blood flow velocity in major veins. This was attributed to neurovascular coupling to support the increased oxygen demand of the dark-adapted photoreceptors. Later, several studies using infrared reflectance or scanning laser ophthalmoscopy and retinal vessel analyzers reported no significant increase in large vessel diameters during dark adaptation in humans. Another study used a laser Doppler flow meter and found no change in blood flow during dark adaptation, but instead recorded a transient increase in retinal blood velocity following transition from dark adaptation to light.

Flicker stimulation studies have produced more consistent results, perhaps in part because flicker leads to neural activation in the inner retina, where most previous hemodynamic studies have focused. Flicker-induced arterial and venular vasodilation and increased blood flow velocity have been reported in humans and rodents. The techniques used to study the vascular response to dark adaptation and flicker
stimulation in humans have largely been limited to large vessels. Moreover, they lack the necessary axial resolution to differentiate individual capillary plexuses. Histologic studies have confirmed the presence of the superficial (SCP), middle (MCP), and deep capillary plexuses (DCP) in the human macula. 27

Optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) is a noninvasive technique capable of acquiring high-resolution, depth-resolved images in a matter of seconds, resolving motion of blood cells in capillaries and major vessels with sufficient depth resolution to image the three capillary networks and their connectivity. 26–30 OCTA also uses infrared light, allowing imaging of the dark-adapted retina without disrupting dark adaptation. One previous OCTA study performed full-thickness (non-depth resolved) retinal capillary measurements and found an increase in parafoveal flow index (indirect, relative velocity measure) in human subjects during checkerboard pattern stimulation. 31 In order to better characterize the response in each capillary plexus, we performed OCTA imaging on healthy subjects during dark adaptation, ambient light, and flicker stimulation and analyzed the responses in the individual capillary plexuses in the macula.

Methods

This was a prospective study that recruited healthy subjects in the Department of Ophthalmology at Northwestern University in Chicago, Illinois, between December 2017 and February 2018. This study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, was performed in accordance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act regulations, and was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Northwestern University. Healthy volunteers were recruited to participate in the study and written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Exclusion criteria included ocular disease, media or lens opacities, and refractive error greater than ±7.0 diopters. We also excluded subjects with systemic diseases that could affect retinal circulation, such as diabetes mellitus and hypertension.

Optical Coherence Tomography Angiographic Imaging

We acquired 3 × 3-mm² OCTA scans centered on the fovea using the RTVue-XR Avanti system (Optovue, Inc., Fremont, CA, USA), which incorporates split-spectrum amplitude-decorrelation angiography (SSADA) software. 32 The OCTA device uses a light source centered on 840 nm with a full width at half-maximum depth resolution to image the three capillary networks and their connectivity. 26–30 OCTA also uses infrared light, allowing imaging of the dark-adapted retina without disrupting dark adaptation. One previous OCTA study performed full-thickness (non-depth resolved) retinal capillary measurements and found an increase in parafoveal flow index (indirect, relative velocity measure) in human subjects during checkerboard pattern stimulation. 31 In order to better characterize the response in each capillary plexus, we performed OCTA imaging on healthy subjects during dark adaptation, ambient light, and flicker stimulation and analyzed the responses in the individual capillary plexuses in the macula.

In a second experiment of 10 healthy subjects, we quantified OCTA parameters during the transition from dark adaptation to ambient light. Subjects first underwent dark adaptation as described above, followed by a single OCTA scan during dark adaptation. We refocused the OCTA on the retina following the dark-adapted eye scan to ensure rapid imaging in light. Single OCTA images were taken at four different time points (at 50 seconds and at 2, 5, and 15 minutes) after the light in the room was turned to ambient levels.

Image Analysis

Two graders (P.L.N. and A.E.F.) collaboratively chose scans from each time point (dark, light, and flicker) from the first experiment that fit the inclusion criteria: Q-score of 7 or greater, lack of shadowing and motion artifact, and capillary continuity. In the second experiment, we imaged patients only once at each time point (one dark-adapted and four dark-to-light transition time points) and all images met the inclusion criteria. Therefore, in the second experiment, we used a single image per patient at each time point to calculate the following OCTA parameters. Using the built-in AngioVue Analytics software (version 2017.1.0.151) with projection artifact removal (PAR), we segmented the SCP, MCP, and DCP as previously described (Figs. 1B, 1D). 34 Briefly, the SCP was segmented from the internal limiting membrane (ILM) to 10 μm above the inner plexiform layer (IPL) to encompass the nerve fiber and ganglion cell layers. The MCP was segmented from 10 μm above to 30 μm below the IPL to encompass IPL. The DCP was segmented from 30 μm below the IPL to 10 μm below the outer plexiform layer (OPL) to encompass OPL. For thresholding, we segmented the full retinal thickness OCTA from the ILM to 10 μm below the OPL (Fig. 1A).

We used AngioVue Analytics software to obtain parafoveal vessel density for the SCP, MCP, and DCP. The “parafovea” was defined as an annulus centered on the fovea with inner and outer ring diameters of 1 and 3 mm, respectively. Vessel density was calculated as the percentage of the parafovea occupied by retinal blood vessels (Fig. 2A).

We then exported the SCP, MCP, and DCP angiograms with the highest Q-score and least motion artifacts in the first experiment and all images from the second experiment into ImageJ (developed by Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD; http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/index.html, in the public domain) to calculate the parafoveal adjusted flow index (AFI). AFI is an indirect and relative measure of flow velocity based on pixel intensity, which is related to flow velocity within a limited range in OCTA. Two independent graders (P.L.N. and A.E.F.) obtained these measurements through a global threshold as previously described (Figs 2B, 2C). 35,36 We also calculated the vessel length density (VLD) for the SCP to eliminate the influence of larger arterioles and venules on the density measurement (Fig. 2D). 7,36 For VLD,

In the first experiment, 15 healthy subjects underwent dark adaptation in one eye by wearing a thick eye patch over the left eye for 45 minutes in a dimly lit room. Prior to removing the eye patch, the room was completely dark except for the OCTA computer monitor, which was adjusted to display only red light. We then removed the patch and scanned the macula four times while the eye was dark adapted, refocusing the device every two scans. The lights in the room were turned on to ambient levels (800 candela [cd/m²]) and after 5 minutes, we reimaged the eye four more times with OCTA. We focused the OCTA on the retina following the final ambient light scan to ensure rapid imaging following flicker stimulation. The left eye was then subjected to 20 seconds of flicker stimulation using a flashing light-emitting diode (LED) light placed at the fixation light, using parameters of 10 Hz (100% contrast), 110 μW maximum power, and white light spectrum of 400 to 700 nm to stimulate the entire posterior pole. We scanned the macula immediately following the flicker stimulation, and then repeated the flicker stimulation for two more flicker-stimulated OCTA images.

In a second experiment of 10 healthy subjects, we quantified OCTA parameters during the transition from dark adaptation to ambient light. Subjects first underwent dark adaptation as described above, followed by a single OCTA scan during dark adaptation. We refocused the OCTA on the retina following the dark-adapted eye scan to ensure rapid imaging in light. Single OCTA images were taken at four different time points (at 50 seconds and at 2, 5, and 15 minutes) after the light in the room was turned to ambient levels.
we binarized and skeletonized the parafoveal SCP angiogram and used the following equation to obtain VLD in units of mm$^{-1}$: skeletonized vessel length (mm) / parafoveal area (mm$^2$).

**Image Subtraction**

The OCTA scans with the highest Q-score and least motion artifacts from each plexus (SCP, MCP, and DCP) in the first experiment were aligned between conditions using ImageJ plug-in bUnwarpJ, an algorithm for elastic image registration. All images were then cropped equally to eliminate missing areas along the borders of the images due to the aligning process. Images were then subtracted and the average pixel intensity from the resulting image was obtained for "light minus dark," "flicker minus dark," and "flicker minus light" (Fig. 3). A positive value (bright pixel) indicates more visible vessels in the first image compared to the image used to subtract, which could indicate dilation, increased flow velocity, or recruitment of vessels. A negative value (dark pixel) indicates more visible vessels in the image used to subtract compared to the first image. The means for each subtraction condition were calculated. We did not perform image alignment or subtraction for the second experiment.

**Statistics**

We performed initial statistical tests with SPSS version 21 (IBM SPSS Statistics; IBM Corporation, Chicago, IL, USA). A 2-way random intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to assess intergrader reliability for AFI measurements. For image subtraction, the mean values for each plexus were compared to zero using paired samples t-tests. No adjustments for age, refractive error, or image quality were performed for the subtraction results. A P value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. We found moderate to strong linear Pearson correlations between vessel density and Q-score. Therefore, further statistical analyses were performed using SAS software version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA). To assess the differences in vessel density, AFI, and VLD between conditions, we performed adjusted models that included age, refractive error, and Q-score as potential confounders. For AFI and VLD analyses, we included only the best-quality scan for each condition per subject, resulting in a total of 15 scans from each condition (dark, light, and flicker). For vessel density measurements, we included all scans that met our inclusion criteria, resulting in multiple scans in each condition per subject. Therefore, the mean differences in vessel density for each plexus were assessed using mixed effect linear regression models controlling for the potential correlations from multiple conditions.

**Figure 1.** Segmentation of three retinal capillary plexuses in optical coherence tomography angiography. Top row: 3 × 3-mm$^2$ en face OCTA. Bottom row: cross-sectional OCTA with red and green segmentation boundaries and red flow overlay. (A) Full retinal thickness, (B) superficial capillary plexus, (C) middle capillary plexus, and (D) deep capillary plexus.

**Figure 2.** Optical coherence tomography angiography parameters. (A) 3 × 3-mm$^2$ en face OCTA of the superficial capillary plexus (SCP) parafovea. (B) Full retinal thickness OCTA with yellow circle delineating the foveal avascular zone used to establish the noise threshold. (C) OCTA of the SCP parafovea with elimination of pixels below the threshold. Average pixel intensity above the threshold was used to calculate adjusted flow index (AFI). (D) Binarized and skeletonized vessels of the SCP parafovea used to calculate vessel length density (VLD).
measurements nested within each condition in the same subject. For the second experiment, we used a single OCTA image for each time point to assess the differences in vessel density, AFI, and VLD between conditions using a mixed effect linear regression model to adjust for potential confounding variables, including age, refractive error, and Q-score.

**RESULTS**

From the original 17 eyes of 17 participants in the first experiment, 1 eye was excluded due to media opacities (i.e., floaters and shadow artifact on OCTA) and 1 eye was excluded due to low Q-scores (i.e., Q < 7), leaving 15 eyes of 15 healthy subjects (age 29.1 ± 8.3 years; 6 females [40%]) for the final analysis. A total of 57 dark adaptation scans, 54 ambient light scans, and 35 flicker stimulation scans fit the inclusion criteria and were used in the adjusted logistic regression model for vessel density. Only the highest-quality scan, based on Q-score and motion artifact, from each condition for each patient was used in the VLD, AFI, and image subtraction analyses.

After adjusting for age, refractive error, and Q-score, the SCP vessel density was significantly higher in ambient light ($P = 0.029$) and flicker stimulation ($P < 0.001$) compared to dark adaptation (Table 1; Fig. 4A). In contrast, SCP VLD was significantly lower in ambient light ($P = 0.011$) and flicker stimulation ($P = 0.005$) compared to dark adaptation (Table 1; Fig. 4B). MCP vessel density was significantly lower in ambient light compared to dark adaptation ($P = 0.048$; Table 1; Fig 4C).

None of the other comparisons for vessel density were statistically significant, although there was a trend of increased vessel density in the SCP and DCP during flicker stimulation compared to ambient light ($P = 0.036$) or ambient light ($P = 0.007$; Table 2).

Ten eyes of 10 healthy subjects (age 29.3 ± 5.7 years; 5 females [50%]) were included in experiment 2 during the transition from dark adaptation to ambient light. After adjusting for age, refractive error, and Q-score, the SCP vessel density was significantly increased at 50 seconds of ambient light exposure compared to dark adaptation ($P = 0.013$; Fig. 5A).
MCP vessel density was significantly lower at 50 seconds ($P = 0.002$) and 2 minutes ($P = 0.038$) of ambient light exposure compared to dark adaptation (Fig. 5B). DCP vessel density was significantly lower at 50 seconds ($P < 0.001$), 2 minutes ($P < 0.001$), 5 minutes ($P < 0.001$), and 15 minutes ($P = 0.039$) of ambient light exposure compared to dark adaptation (Fig. 5C).

In each layer, the change in vessel density was most pronounced between dark adaptation and the first ambient light time point (50 seconds), followed by a more progressive descent or ascent back toward the dark adaptation value. VLD in the SCP was not significantly different for any time point. Each layer showed a trend of increased AFI during the transition from dark adaptation to ambient light, but only the SCP ($P = 0.035$) and MCP ($P = 0.011$) were significantly higher at 5 minutes of ambient light exposure compared to dark adaptation (Table 3).

### Table 1. Parafoveal Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography Vessel Parameters in Dark Adaptation, Ambient Light, and Flicker Stimulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OCTA Parameter</th>
<th>Dark Adaptation</th>
<th>Ambient Light</th>
<th>Flicker Stimulation</th>
<th>Pairwise Comparisons P Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality score, mean ± SD</td>
<td>8.11 ± 0.79</td>
<td>8.41 ± 0.63</td>
<td>8.23 ± 0.69</td>
<td>Dark vs. Light: 0.082, Dark vs. Flicker: 0.164, Light vs. Flicker: 0.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP VLD, mm$^{-1}$, mean ± SE</td>
<td>14.35 ± 0.11</td>
<td>14.01 ± 0.16</td>
<td>13.81 ± 0.17</td>
<td>Dark vs. Light: 0.011*, Dark vs. Flicker: 0.005*, Light vs. Flicker: 0.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP vessel density, %, mean ± SE</td>
<td>49.04 ± 0.23</td>
<td>49.99 ± 0.22</td>
<td>50.31 ± 0.32</td>
<td>Dark vs. Light: 0.029*, Light vs. Flicker: 0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP vessel density, %, mean ± SE</td>
<td>46.23 ± 0.25</td>
<td>45.06 ± 0.23</td>
<td>44.97 ± 0.25</td>
<td>Dark vs. Light: 0.048*, MCP vs. Flicker: 0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCP vessel density, %, mean ± SE</td>
<td>44.01 ± 1.15</td>
<td>42.75 ± 1.62</td>
<td>43.16 ± 1.31</td>
<td>Dark vs. Light: 0.439, DCP vs. Flicker: 0.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP AFI, mean ± SE</td>
<td>0.4292 ± 0.0027</td>
<td>0.4314 ± 0.0030</td>
<td>0.4321 ± 0.0035</td>
<td>Dark vs. Light: 0.969, SCP vs. Flicker: 0.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP AFI, mean ± SE</td>
<td>0.4466 ± 0.0040</td>
<td>0.4451 ± 0.0038</td>
<td>0.4454 ± 0.0051</td>
<td>Dark vs. Light: 0.488, MCP vs. Flicker: 0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCP AFI, mean ± SE</td>
<td>0.4305 ± 0.0048</td>
<td>0.4376 ± 0.0057</td>
<td>0.4359 ± 0.0064</td>
<td>Dark vs. Light: 0.960, DCP vs. Flicker: 0.936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistical significance ($P$ value of less than 0.05).

MCP vessel density was significantly lower at 50 seconds ($P = 0.002$) and 2 minutes ($P = 0.058$) of ambient light exposure compared to dark adaptation (Fig. 5B). DCP vessel density was significantly lower at 50 seconds ($P < 0.001$), 2 minutes ($P < 0.001$), 5 minutes ($P < 0.001$), and 15 minutes ($P = 0.039$) of ambient light exposure compared to dark adaptation (Fig. 5C). In each layer, the change in vessel density was most pronounced between dark adaptation and the first ambient light time point (50 seconds), followed by a more progressive descent or ascent back toward the dark adaptation value. VLD in the SCP was not significantly different for any time point. Each layer showed a trend of increased AFI during the transition from dark adaptation to ambient light, but only the SCP ($P = 0.055$) and MCP ($P = 0.011$) were significantly higher at 5 minutes of ambient light exposure compared to dark adaptation (Table 3).

Figure 4. Parafoveal vessel density changes in optical coherence tomography angiography during dark adaptation and flicker stimulation. (A) Vessel density (%) in the superficial capillary plexus (SCP) was higher during ambient light (49.99 ± 0.22%) and flicker stimulation (50.31 ± 0.32%) compared to dark adaptation (49.04 ± 0.23%). For visualization, changes were normalized to dark adaptation value, which was set to zero. (B) Vessel length density (VLD) was lower in the SCP during ambient light (14.01 ± 0.16 mm$^{-1}$) and flicker stimulation (13.81 ± 0.17 mm$^{-1}$) compared to dark adaptation (14.35 ± 0.11 mm$^{-1}$). (C) Vessel density (%) in the middle capillary plexus (MCP) was significantly lower during ambient light (45.06 ± 0.25%) compared to dark adaptation (46.23 ± 0.25%). (D) Vessel density (%) in the deep capillary plexus (DCP) was not significantly different during any condition. There was a trend of increasing vessel density in the SCP and DCP during flicker stimulation compared to ambient light, although this did not reach statistical significance in either layer (A, D). Error bars represent standard errors. Asterisks represent a $P$ value of less than 0.05.
TABLE 2. Average Image Subtraction Results Between Dark Adaptation, Ambient Light, and Flicker Stimulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capillary Plexus</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Flicker</th>
<th>Flicker minus Light</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCP</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>−0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP</td>
<td>−0.42</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCP</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
<td>1.79*</td>
<td>2.02*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optical coherence tomography angiography reveals significantly more vessels in the deep capillary plexus during flicker stimulation compared to either dark adaptation or ambient light.

* Statistical significance (P value of less than 0.05).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we used OCTA to measure parafoveal vessel density, VLD, and AFI while adjusting for age, refractive error, and scan quality in healthy subjects during dark adaptation, the transition from dark to ambient light, and after flicker stimulation. We found a significant increase in SCP vessel density and decrease in SCP vessel density (VLD) during ambient light and flicker stimulation compared to dark adaptation. We also found a significant decrease in MCP vessel density during ambient light compared to dark adaptation. After image alignment and subtraction, we found a statistically significant positive mean value for DCP “flicker minus dark” and “flicker minus light,” suggesting more open or dilated vessels during flicker stimulation, although we did not adjust for covariates in this analysis. During the transition from dark to ambient light, we also found a transient significant increase in SCP vessel density (50 seconds) along with more persistent decrease in the deeper capillaries, continuing up to 2 minutes in the MCP and 15 minutes in the DCP.

The human parafovea is supplied by an interconnected, complex trilaminar vascular network. In the nerve fiber and ganglion cell layers, large arterioles and venules branch into the capillaries of the SCP, and also provide branches that supply and drain the capillary beds of the MCP and DCP.28 These three capillary plexuses are also interconnected via vertical capillary anastomoses.40 The VLD used in this study measures vessel density of the skeletonized en face OCTA image. In contrast to SCP vessel density (Fig. 4A), we found the opposite trend in the MCP (Fig. 4C), which was decreased significantly during ambient light compared to dark adaptation, and not significantly during flicker stimulation. During the transition from dark to light, this difference was more pronounced with significantly increased SCP density and decreased MCP and DCP density compared to dark adaptation (Fig. 5). These vascular changes appeared to be transient, especially in the SCP, with the greatest change occurring in the first 50 seconds. Of the deeper layers, only the DCP remained significantly decreased up to 15 minutes. These findings suggest that the DCP is maximally dilated during dark adaptation, then rapidly constricts during the transition from dark to light allowing the blood flow to be redirected to the more superficial layers. Alternatively, the dilation of the larger SCP vessels in ambient light could mask the OCTA signal from deeper layers due to shadowing effects, which could potentially explain the reduction in MCP and DCP vessel density during the transition from dark to light. We also recognize that the changes in DCP vessel density during ambient light compared to dark adaptation seen in the second experiment were more significant compared to the first experiment. This could be attributed to the difference in the number of images acquired between the two experiments. In the first experiment, we acquired four dark-adapted images followed by four ambient light images and included all the images that met our inclusion criteria for statistical analysis. In the second experiment, we acquired a single dark-adapted image followed by ambient light images at 50 seconds and at 2, 5, and 15 minutes, using a single OCTA image for each time point in the

FIELD 5. Parafoveal vessel density changes in optical coherence tomography angiography during transition from dark adaptation to ambient light. (A) Vessel density (%) in the superficial capillary plexus (SCP) was significantly increased at 50 seconds of ambient light exposure (50.11 ± 0.40%) compared to dark adaptation (47.71 ± 0.96%). For visualization, changes were normalized to dark adaptation value, which was set to zero. (B) Middle capillary plexus (MCP) vessel density was significantly lower at 50 seconds (43.64 ± 0.59%) and 2 minutes (43.79 ± 0.49%) of ambient light exposure compared to dark adaptation (47.46 ± 1.39%). (C) Deep capillary plexus (DCP) vessel density was significantly lower at 50 seconds (38.86 ± 1.68%), 2 minutes (36.06 ± 1.58%), 5 minutes (35.51 ± 1.00%), and 15 minutes (45.34 ± 2.08%) of ambient light exposure compared to dark adaptation (51.28 ± 1.74%). Error bars represent standard errors. Asterisks represent a P value less than 0.05.
### TABLE 3.
Parafoveal Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography Vessel Parameters During Transition From Dark Adaptation to Ambient Light

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Ambient Light Pairwise Comparisons</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Dark vs. 50 s</th>
<th>2 min</th>
<th>5 min</th>
<th>15 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCP Vessel Density (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SE</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP Vessel Density (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SE</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCP Vessel Density (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SE</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP AFI, Mean ± SE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.22 ± 1.23</td>
<td>7.5 ± 1.5</td>
<td>9.8 ± 2.0</td>
<td>12.0 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP AFI, Mean ± SE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.22 ± 1.23</td>
<td>7.5 ± 1.5</td>
<td>9.8 ± 2.0</td>
<td>12.0 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCP AFI, Mean ± SE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.22 ± 1.23</td>
<td>7.5 ± 1.5</td>
<td>9.8 ± 2.0</td>
<td>12.0 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistical significance (P-value less than 0.05).

---

Previous reports on retinal vascular response to dark adaptation have been inconsistent. Some studies showed an increase in large retinal vessel flow velocity, vessel caliber, or both during dark adaptation, while others reported no change. We expected an increase in blood flow in the DCP, since this plexus is nearest the photoreceptors and supplies 10% of the photoreceptor metabolic demands in the dark. We found that DCP vessel density was significantly greater in the dark compared to ambient light, but rapidly (50 seconds) and significantly decreased with exposure to light (Fig. 5C). When measurements were made after the transition period, these values were no longer significantly different. Riva et al. found a transient increase in flow velocity in large vessels near the optic disc when transitioning to ambient light from a dark-adapted state. We found a trend for increased AFI in all layers following transition to ambient light in our study, with only the SCP and MCA reaching statistical significance at 5 minutes following ambient light exposure (Table 3). This finding could also be related to the greater standard error in the DCP measurements compared to the other plexuses (Table 1; Fig. 4D), which in turn could be attributed to signal attenuation at greater retinal depths, inherent to spectral-domain (SD) hardware. Another potential explanation could relate to artificial excessive removal of real flow in the DCP by the relatively new PAR software (Optovue, Inc.). For example, Figure 1D reveals the negative vascular shadows produced by the PAR algorithm in the attempt to remove projection artifacts from larger overlying vessels. Dilatation or
constriction of large SCP vessels that cast shadows on the DCP may be masking real changes in DCP vessel density or AFI. Future studies using different PAR software could provide further insight into the effect of dark adaptation and flicker stimulation on the DCP. In most of the previous studies, flow velocity and vessel caliber measurements were obtained in large retinal vessels (i.e., central retinal artery/vein, branch retinal arteries, large vessels near the nerve head), while our study focused on the paravascular vessels, mostly capillaries within the central 3 × 3 mm². Duan et al. used flood-illuminated adaptive optics to study the hemodynamic response to flicker stimulation in the smallest vessels of the human retina (range, 3–28 μm). These authors found variable response of capillaries upon flicker stimulation, with 35% of vessels showing dilation and 7% showing constriction, with a greater proportion of arterioles dilating and venules constricting. While there are a limited number of studies that report on the effects of flicker stimulation on the three capillary layers in humans, previous studies have shown the existence of superficial, middle, and deep capillaries in the rat retina. Leahy et al. performed OCTA and computational analyses to derive a vectorized 3D representation of the vascular architecture of the rat retina. These authors constructed simulations for the effect of dilation of interlayer anastomoses on the downstream caliber changes in each of the capillaries. Their simulation showed variable response in the surrounding capillaries, including dilation and constriction. In the rat retina, Kornfield and Newman found that the three plexuses were differentially regulated, with larger flicker-evoked vasodilation and greater flow velocity increase in the capillaries of the MCP compared to the SCP or DCP. These studies suggest a highly variable response to flicker stimulation at the capillary level. While the high variability in vascular response could explain the lack of statistically significant changes from ambient light to flicker in our data, it could also be attributed to the fact that we treated all vessels in the paravascular area as a single entity without distinguishing between arterioles and venules. Future OCTA studies may benefit from techniques that allow researchers to better distinguish the responses in capillaries closer to arterioles or venules.

The SSADA software used in this study calculates decorrelation by analyzing OCT signal amplitude differences between two sequential B-scans from the same location on the retina. OCTA decorrelation values and blood flow velocity are linearly related within a limited range (flow speeds between 0.4 and 3 mm/s for SSADA). Therefore, changes in flow speeds within this range would be reflected by a linear change in AFI. In a previous OCTA study, Wei and colleagues found a significant increase in full retinal thickness paravascular flow index (based on decorrelation) during checkerboard pattern stimulation. The checkerboard pattern mimics the stimulus used in electroretinography, which measures the electrical response of retinal ganglion cells. The 10-Hz flicker used in our study likely activates retinal ganglion cells as well, but checkerboard and flicker could potentially activate different sets of inner retinal neurons. Wei et al. used swept-source (SS)-OCTA and performed OCTA scanning simultaneous to checkerboard stimulation, while our imaging was performed subsequent to flicker stimulation. In the current study, we found no significant changes in the subplexus AFI (based on decorrelation) during flicker stimulation. The only significant finding for the AFI parameter in our study occurred at the 5-minute mark during transition from dark to ambient light and only in the SCP and MCP (Table 3). The lack of significant AFI changes during flicker stimulation in our study could be attributed to the different flicker stimulus or OCTA hardware used, or the limited range in which decorrelation and flow velocity are linearly correlated. Our lack of significant AFI data during flicker may also be attributed to the time course of imaging, as we performed OCTA scans immediately after flicker stimulation as opposed to performing OCTA scans simultaneously with flicker stimulation. Indeed, some studies have reported that retinal vessels return to baseline diameter after 10 to 40 seconds from cessation of flicker stimulation, an event that we may have missed in our imaging.

Our study was limited by a small sample size as well as an external flicker stimulus, which did not allow for simultaneous OCTA scanning and flicker stimulation. Future studies using a built-in flicker or pattern stimulus could provide further insight into the hemodynamic response to different types of stimulation. Our study was also limited by the proprietary PAR (projection removal) algorithm, the effects of which are largely unknown, especially on OCTA parameters such as vessel density in the DCP. Alternative algorithms, such as projection-resolution (PR)-OCTA, could be useful in future studies. This study is also limited by the sensitivity of OCTA software to detect small capillaries, which has not yet been fully assessed. Furthermore, blood pressure, intraocular pressure, and other physiological variables that could affect vascular OCTA parameters were not measured in this study. Strengths of our study included adjusting for refractive error, age, and scan quality, which are known to affect OCTA parameters. This study also focuses on the less well-studied, small-caliber vessels during dark adaptation and flicker.

In summary, using OCTA, we found a significant increase in SCP vessel density and decrease in SCP skeletonized density (VLD) during ambient light and flicker stimulation compared to dark adaptation. We also found a transient increase in SCP vessel density and decrease in MCP and DCP vessel density following the transition from dark to ambient light, suggesting constriction of the DCP and MCP and a significant large vessel dilation response in the SCP. We also found a significant positive result in apparent vessel density after elastic registration, alignment, and image subtraction in the DCP, suggesting more flow or dilated capillaries in the DCP during flicker. Our study provides further evidence for neurovascular coupling in the retina under different light conditions, supporting differential regulation at the different plexuses. Future studies with larger cohorts and better software algorithms for studying the deeper capillaries are needed to provide further insight into the differential regulation of the retinal capillary plexuses in health and disease.
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